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ABSTRACT

The performance of a constant area rectangular ejector with varying

mixing length was investigated to determine the aeroacoustics inter-

action effects. The rectangular ejector investigation was conducted in

two phases. The phase one investigation involved the testing of three

different aspect ratio rectangular convergent nozzles at pressure

between 15-45 psig to determine the acoustic and jet spreading character-

i,;tics. From these data a rectangular ejector incorporating endwal and

elector flap blowing was fabricated and investigated at pressure ratios

between 2.0 and 5.0. These investigations were conducted at ejector

flap length (L) to ejector throat widths (W), L/W of 11.0, 9.5, 8.0,

6.5, 5.0, 3.5, 2.0, and 0.9 to determine the ejector performance.

Bised on previous investigation of axisymmetric ejectors it was anti-

cipated that the rectangular ejector performance at short mixing lengths

(l./W's) would as a result of aeroacoustic interaction exhibit increased

mixing thereby improving performance of the short ejector to rival an

elector of a mixing length with nearly fully mixed flow.

TI-e data for the rectangular ejector configuration investigated showed

an aeroacoustic interaction in the pressure ratio range of 3.3 - 3.8.

H,,wever, the resulting performance was not improved to the degree ex-

perienced with the axisymmetric ejector.
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test and Mr. Rick Freuler, who developed the data acquisition

routines which were employed.
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INTRODUCTION

_Ba_, iround

Ilh fact that a jet interacts with acoustic waves has been known and

:-tWied since the last century. Three of the more recent studies are

prc. ented in References 1 through 3. The changes in the jet behavior

(in particular, the mixing rate) can be rather large and therefore le;id

Lo consideration of potential applications.

When the stagnation pressure of the jet is increised beyond tht point

uif reaching choked flow in a convergent nozzle (i.e., the flow limited iAy

Mach number equal to unity in the nozzle), the noise produced by the jet

is often dominated by a single frequency tone. This tone is called the

jet screech tone and was first studied in detail by Powell. 4' 3

The screech occurs when small disturbances are amplified by the jet

velocitv field, causing the jet to oscillate on a large scale. The

unsteady jet then acts as a stronger noise source. Thus, an interaction

is produced between the velocity and acoustic fields. This increases the

jet mixing.

Powell's work concerned itself with axisymmetric and low aspect ratie

rectangular choked jets. Hammitt, 6 on the other hand, was concerned with

higher aspect ratio (approximately 12.5) rectangular jets. As in the

axisvmmetric case, the choked and underexpanded jet produced a dominant

scrcech tone and the acoustic interaction between that tone and the jet

caused the jet to oscillate. Besides measuring the acoustic properties

of the jet, Hammitt was able to photcgraph the acoustic waves emanatin?:

from the unsteady jet structure farther downstream.

;lass 7 demonstrated that jet screech was not limited to the under-

expanded jets from convergent nozzles when he found the same effect

in :upersonic jets from convergent-divergent nozzles operated at

off-design pressure ratios. As in the earlier expeiments, the un-

sten Iv jets produced bv the interaction result in a very substantial

incr ,ase in the rate with which the jet mixes with its surroundings.

1i



From the point of view of ejectors, the interest in aeroacoustic

interactions of jets stems simply from the potential for increased mixing.

The thrust performance of an ejector device is strongly coupled to the

degree of mixing between the primary and secondary flows.8 ,9 This is

especially true for short ejectors where complete mixing (i.e.,a uniform

exit velocity profile) is difficult to achieve.

The first attempt to correlate the ejector performance with the jet

acoustic interaction was performed by Quinn1 0 in an axisymmetric ejector

with a single axisymmetric nozzle on the centerline. He found that the

mass flow through the ejector was increased whenever there was an

acoustic interaction between the jet and the ejector shroud. He also

showed that the acoustic structure of the axisymmetric choked jet flow

was drastically modified by the presence of the ejector shroud about it.

He compared his ejector results with the results of Rosfjord and Toms
i I

who studied the acoustic properties of the nozzle alone.

A more complete description of the acoustic interaction present in

an axisymmetric ejector is described by Quinn in Reference 12 and related

comments appear in his study of temperature effects.1 3 Of particular

interest is Quinn's observation that the more beneficial acoustic

interactions (from the point of view of increased mass flow) are the

jet modes in which the jet oscillates from side to side so that

the pressure oscillations on opposite sides of the jet are out of phase

with ,ach other.

2



Thus, the performance of axisymmetric ejectors has been shown to

le improved by an acoustic interaction between the jet and the shroud.

Since both round and rectangular jets have been observed to screecb,

it seems likely that the performance of rectangular ejectors may

also be improved by an acoustic interaction. The purpose of this

study was to determine the nature and magnitude of this interaction.

Because it was not known whether the increase in ejector per-

formance was due to amplification of the jet or duct acoustics,

the experiments were performed in two parts. First, the free jets

from a series of rectangular nozzles were tested to determine their

acoustic and mixing characteristics. Then, a rectangular ejector

was tested to determine if there was an acoustic effect on per-

formance. The magnitude of the effect was found to be small in

the case of the ejector studied, and was primarily due to ampliitication

of the isolated jet screech by the duct.

4 3



FREE JET TESTS

The objective of the free jet tests described in this report is to

identify the screech tones generated by the nozzle geometries and con-

ditions chosen, and to determine the basic effect of nozzle aspect

ratio on the acoustic structure. The modification of this structure

by the presence of the shroud and the overall ejector performance are

then determined in the following section.

Experimental Facilities

The initial free jet nozzle tests were performed at the Aero-Thermo-

dynamics Laboratory of the North American Aircraft Division of Rockwell

Figure 1. Free Jet Test Facility Rockwell International

4
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International in Columbus, Ohio (Figure 1). The nozzles to be tested

were mounted on the flat wall of a 20-inch diameter stagnation chamber.

Both the chamber and the nozzle were enclosed on the sides, top and

bottom, by a tent-like wood frame structure lined with 2-Inch thick

polyurethane foam to isolate the acoustic structure. The upstream and

downstream ends of the enclosure were left open in order to avoid block-

ing the flow. The enclosure was 6 feet square and 3.3 feet long.

The acoustic data were measured by five Altec Lansing Corporation

type 21BR-150 condenser microphone systems and a Gulton MBQ2151 crystal

microphone system. The jet pressure profiles were measured by a conven-

tionnl total pressure probe mounted on a two-axis traversing system.

The entire experimental facility is shown in Figure 1 looking upstream

at a rectangular nozzle mounted on the stagnation chamber.

Nozzle Geometries

The initial free jet tests were performed on three simple rectangular

convergent nozzles of aspect ratio (length/width ratio of the nozzle

exit) AR = 2, 5 and 16. The nozzles were designed to have the same

nominal exit areas but the actual devices have a small variation as

shown in Table I. A photograph of the AR = 5 test nozzle is shown in

Figurc 2 and illustrates the construction of the three nozzles.

Table I. Test Nozzle Exit Dimensions - Inches

L W A AR
Length Width Area Aspect Ratio

2.24 1.175 2.8 2.0

3.81 .768 2.9 5.0
6.58 .403 2.7 16.0

5
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Figure 2. Aspect Ratio 5.0 Test Nozzle

Acoustic Characteristics

In order to insure that the experiment is not affected by noise

generated in the settling chamber, acoustic waves were generated in the

chamber employing both a sirW wave oscillator and a white noise generator.

Spectral peaks were eliminated by lining the settling chamber with 1-

inch thick polyurethane foam. This left only a broad maximum near a

frequency of 1.1 KHz.
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Fi,,:ure 4. Aspect Ratio 2.0 Crystal Microphone Acoustic Data-
Nozzle Pressure 40 psig

Thc acoustic tests were conducted at 1 psi intervals between pres-

sures of 15 and 45 psig. The dominant frequency was determined at each

pressure level and was interpreted as the "screech" frequency of the

jet in Powell's4'5 terminology. For the AR = 2 nozzle, the variation of

(fie screech frequency with nozzle stagnation pressure is shown in Figure

5. There are distinct jumps in the screech frequency which are consis-

tent with the variations observed by Powell,4' 5 Quinn10']2 , Rosfjord,

-mnd T(nms 1' f-or axisymmetric jets as well as by 11ammitt 6 for a rectangular

let.
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...... Recorded

Calculated

L Longest Dimension

10 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

C C
5c F= +

(K (W) (R - Rc)' (K) (L (R - c

Frequency- 5

K Hz ()( )( .

14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46

Stilling Chamber Pressure-PSIG

Ftgure 5. Aspect Ratio 2.0 Comparison of the Recorded and
Estimated Screech Frequency

.)verai attempts were made to fit the data with an empirical relation

developed by Powell, 5from tests of a nozzle with AR =12.5. Th i

relation is:

WK(R - R )1(1

where: screech frequency

C =speed of sound

K = empiricn1 constant
=5.0 rectangular jet

= 3.0 circular jet

9



R = nozzle [)ressure ratio

Rc = critical pressure ratio for choked flow

W = minor axis of rectangular exit or diameter of
axisymmetric exit

Curve 5a employs Powell's equation with the recommended coefficient ol

five and leads to predictions which are lower than the data. Recognizing

that the AR = 2.0 jet is close to round, the predictions are improved by

the use of the axisymmetric coefficient as shown by Curve 5b. An additional

possibility is that the dominant screech frequency is composed of beat

frequencies caused by the existence of two exit dimensions. The fre-

quency given by the sum of the frequencies due to each exit dimension

as shown by Curve 5c. The sum of the terms, employing a coefficient of

five, is shown by Curve 5c yields a reasonable prediction of the observed

screech frequency.

AR 5.0 ee Recorded

10 - Predicted

\. cf =-

8 KW (c - Rd

Frequency-KHz
6

2S

14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46

Nozzle Pressure-PSIG

Figure 6. Aspect Ratio 5.0 Comparison of the Recorded and Estimated

Screech Frequency
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Figure 7. Aspect Ratio 5.0 Acoustic Data -Nozzle Pressure 40 psi

jalrtests were conducted employing the AR = 5.0 nozzle and the

u)mj,,site results of frequency as a function of chamber pressure are shiown

in Figure 6. In this case the predictions of Equation (1) empleying the

recL.1rgillar coefficient of five lead to acceptable results. A typical

'.xamnple of the frequency spectrum is shown in Figure 7 and exhibits in

.1i i ona 1 featunre. Thie higher order harmonics can he ci earl v ident if ied

in tlis case.

AlYing the same equation to the screecli frequency data presented by

Ilammi t 6 leads to the Conclusion that the best predlict ion is obtained



from the rectangular jet coefficient of five. Including both exit

dime ;i is as in the prediction of Curve 5c results in a less accurate

frequency prediction.

Higher Harmonics

Repeating the above experiment with an AR = 16 nozzle results in the

composite curve of Figure 8. Again the bulk of the data is well

AR =16 Recorded

14 -Predicte

12
0 0.0

O

10-

F 3quency-KHz

6 --- - - _

4---

00

1 4 18 22 26 30 3438 42 46

Nozzle Pressure-PSIG

!:igure 8. Aspect Ratio 16.0 Comparison of Recorded and Estimated
Screech Frequency

12
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1607 Fi-

150V 4K _44;0
140

120 4

110~ 74 1,07a0n0 10,000

F ue9. Spectrum at 33 psig for AR = 16 Nozzle Showgino Naxi wutrm

represented hv Equation (1) using the rectangular coeffic'ient of fivo?.

[lowever, there are four points which fall far from the predict ion. anlsAo h rqec pctu o aei hsrgo

(iue9) shows that the doiatfrequency is not the fundamental
fr(Iiecybut rather the first harmonic. This can he contrasted with

tepressure spectrum (Figure 10) for a position outside this range

(i~e, at40 psig) where the dominant frequency is the fundamental
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Figure 10. Spectrum of 40 psig for AR = 16 Nozzle Showing Maximum

SPL at the Fundamental Frequency

If the other identifiable peaks in the acoustic spectra were plotted,

then the frequency effect may be seen as in Figure 11 for the AR = 16

case. The fundamental frequency dominates everywhere except the region

between 31 and 34 psig. All three modes are reasonably represented by

the Poell equation (Equation (1)). The same is true of the higher

order harmonics involved in the AR = 5 case and plotted in Figure 12.

However, in this case the flow is dominated by the fundamental mode,

with the exception of the very low chamber pressures. At these pres-

sures there appears to be a shift in dominance from the fundamental to

the first harmonic. In addition, the first harmonic data deviate

strongly from the empirical predictions.
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Effet L of Microphone Posit ion

II I Lhese frue jet experiments, the microphonewa W(-; lcted aIt Lhe I

plant- ill the center of the long side of the jet. In order to eKmn

the t-tfeCL of probe position on the measured acoustic data, the mnicro-

phiont- was relocated to the center of the short side of the AR = 5.0

nozz Ie. In addition, the oLuter surfaces of the no)zzle- were IIInSu hatd witl1

Four inches of foam [ron the base to the nozzle Lxi I plane0. The [ requencv

spect rumn produced by this arrangemntn is shown Ln Figure 13 with the.

UipifAI pe]lvredicted Fundamental node and higher harmonics nd icitud.

16 2xfl 1~{ Jst Peakj+4 2nd Peak
14 A 3d Peak

0 redominant

Frequency-K Hz f1

14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46

Stilling Chamber Pressure-PSIG

Fi-,ure 11. AR =5.0 Frequency Data Microphone Repositioned P1ius /

inches of Foam
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Comparing the results of Figure 13 (insulated nozzle with mi crLhono

on the short side) to Figure 12 (bare nozzle with microphone on the long

side), reveals two differences. One is that, whereas in Figure 12 the

spectrum was dominated almost completely by the fundamental mode, the

other order modes dominate at some pressure levels in Figure 13. The

change in the dominant modes is probably due to a difference in the

sound radiation in each direction and the addition of the foam. For

the ejector application, the dominance of the different modes is probablv

less important than the fact that the frequency spectrum is only slightly

changed (i.e., the fundamental frequencies are all evident with only minor

clanges in the amplitude). Thus, the frequency spectrum which will interact

with the duct geometry is reasonably well defined by the isolated nozzle

tests.

Spreading Characteristics

Having determined the acoustic characteristics of the three rectangular

nozzles, the next objective is to examine the jet flow fields to identify

the effect of any acoustic interaction on the mixing properties of the

jet. The gross spreading properties are found by first identifying the

aerodynamic center of the jet and then taking a family of pressure pro-

files across the nozzle, parallel to the short nozzle side. Typical

pressure profiles exhibit no unusual behavior, being of maximum amplitude

near the jet centerline and decreasing in the major axis direction. How-

ever, comparing centerline non-dimensionalized pressure profiles at a

typical streamwise station, 44 short side lengths downstream, yields the

results shown in Figures 14 through 16 for various settling chamber

pressures.

The information in Figures 14 through 16 can be used as a guide to

determine relative mixing rates. A wide pressure profile with a relatively

low maximum pressure has been mixed more successfully than a narrow pres-

sure profile indicative of a relatively large maximum pressure. With this

criterion, it appears that the best settling chamber pressure (at least

from the point of view of mixing) is equal to 31 psig (PR = 3.1) at AR =

2.0 and for the AR = 5.0 nozzle two points, 33 psig (PR = 3.24) and 43

psig (PR = 3.93), provide improved mixing.

18
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Since an entire family of pressure profiles is available, they can

be numerically integrated to yield the mass flow rate passing the chosen

streamwise station (x = 44), as shown in Figure 17. The general trend

in the curves is positive due to the increase of the primary (jet) mass

flow rate with settling chamber pressure and hence to an increase in the

Tnass flow rate passing any streamwise position.

More interesting, however, are the local peaks on the AR = 2.0 and

AR = i.0 curves. These peaks correlate exactly with the flattest and

widest pressure profiles in Figures 14 and 15. This indicates that an

improved mixing rate exists at these two nozzle pressures. Examining

the ,icreech frequency curves, Figures 5 and 13, at the pressures which

lead to the improved mixing, leads to no definite proof of acoustic

interaction but in each case the pressure lies near the middle of a

relatively constant frequency screech region. The mass flow results for

the AR = 16 case exhibit only a monotonic behavior.

Integrating the total momentum flow rate yields the thrust of the

various jets as measured at x/w = 44 (see Figure Ua). Since the thrust

of the jet is conserved in the streamwise direction, the monotonic in-

crease in thrust with stagnation pressure for AR = 2 and 5 confirms the

validity of the mass flow peak. For the AR = 16 case, the low thrust

value at 36 psig suggests a measurement error at that pressure. If so,

thi: would suggest the possibility that a mass flow peak also exists at

36 psig for the AR = 16 nozzle.

Integrating the pressure profiles taken in planes parallel to the

short side of the jets results in a determination of the mass flow per

unit length along the major nozzle axis passing the measuring station.

An example is shown in Figure 19 for the AR = 5.0 nozzle. Normp1ly, a

Caussian type of distribution would be anticipated for the mass flow,

highest in the center and decreasing to zero at the edge of the

jet. The case which had been identified as leading to increased

over;ll mass flow in Figure 17 (P = 33 psig in the settling chamber),

21
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Acoustic Interaction
Isolated Nozzle

Gr n 5 In. AR = 5.0

Horizontal Survey 0.75 In. Above

X/H = 44
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Figure 20. Dynamic Pressure Profile with Off Axis Peaks, P = 43 psig,
x = 44

It ids to' in odd shape in Figure 19. The maximum mass flow per unit

!ime.'n at 33 and 43 psig is not highest on the axis but rather at an

I I axis position. This is due to the maximum velocity position at times

bt-ing, .,,ated off axis, as seen in Figure 20. Such profiles may be due
16

to jet still:itions or to the presence of vortices shed bv the orifice

or noz'le. The presence of acoustic waves increases the probability of
1-3vortex growth and improves the mixing properties of the jets. Thus,

the appearance of twin velocity peaks in the jet (Figures 19 and 20) is

cLnsistent with the improved mixing characteristics of the jet which

Ih_,ad, in turn, to an improved mass flow rate (Figure 17) all of which

,:cLrs at a pressure of 33 psig. A similar acoustic interaction appears

,it a pressure of 43 psig. The remaining mass flow rate profiles do not

indicate such a behavior.
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Conc I usi ens

The free jet retsul ts presented ind icate that acoust ic int er-

:ictions do exist for the jets from choked rectangular nozzles. In

addition, the fundamental mode is predicted reasonably well by Powell's5

equation, and the higher harmonics are simple multiples of Powell's

fundamental mode. At some pressure ratios there is a change in the

dominant frequency from the fundamental to the first harmonic. How-

ever, since both frequencies are present at nearly the same amplitude,

it is expected that either frequency may interact with the ejector

shroud.

T us, we concluded that the screech frequency of rectangular jets is

corrolated with the shorter nozzle dimension; that is, there is no

effect of aspect ratio for aspect ratios greater than 5. There also

seems to be a significant increase in the jet entrainment at certain

critical pressure ratios.

On this basis we decided to determine if there was an acoustic effect

on ejector performance; and, if there was, if it was a result of this

increase in free jet entrainment or some interaction between the jet

and duct acoustics.

25



EJECTOR TESTS

The objective of the ejector tests is to determine the acoustic

effects of a rectangular nozzle mounted in a rectangular shroud. Based

on the results of the isolated jet tests, a high aspect ratio nozzle was

chosen for the rectangular ejector configuration. Thus, the chosen con-

figuration is a rectangular ainalog,, of Quinn's axisvmnietric configuration.

Experimental Facilities

These tests were performed at the Ohio State Universitv AerLunautical

Research Laboratorv. The augmenter test facilitv consists of a welded steel

frame which supports an augmenter mounting plate by means of four cables.

The augmenter is enclosed by an acoustic chamber constructed of 3/4-inch

plywood in the form of a cube 8 feet on a side and lined with a 2-inch

Vig_-re 21. Ejector Thrust Augmenter Facility
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1 zivi r () f un laced Owens /Corning 703 f ibergi ass its shown in Fi gure 21 111

i d nIt )1 prvcnt ;teoi-:t i c ce1l1ec t i ons, t hie iipst reami wa Ils ind I 1 oor :Ire-

1 lst covered with fiberglass and, upon calibration, it was found necessarv.

o insulate the supportinug frame, cables, and air supply hoses.

The thrust of the ejector was measured by three strain g auges, loca1ted

,it the top center of the augmenter and at the forward left and r ighit hand

cornors of the mounting plate. The mass flow rates oif air through the

centerbody and the Coanda nozzles were measured by venturi meters in the

>aipplv lines a,; well as thermocouples and total pressure probes. The

ejector wa)s insulated f rom the thrust of the incoming mass flow by -I

Flex ihie coupling on the primary feed duct. A schematic (if the a1ir -pl

sV% ;ten for the ejector is shown in Figure 22.

Centerbody Feed 0

SYMBOLS

PEl Venturi

tOIControl Valve

GSupply Pressure

-L Pressure

Coanda Feed\Tasue

Figure 22. Air Supply Systemi Schematic
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A Bruel and Kjaer (B&K) Type 4136 1/4-inch pressure/random condenser

microphone was employed to measure sound pressure levels (SPL), based

on a (B&K) supplied calibration curve. This microphone has a frequency

range from 3.9 Hz to 70 KHz (±2 dB), and the output is checked with a

B&K Pistonphone Type 4220, which generates a pure tone of 250 Hz (±17)

at 123.8 dB (re 2 x 10- 5 Pa). The microphone was powered by a Type

2801 B&K microphone power supply. A Type 2618 B&K preamplifier is also

used with a sensitivity of 1.6 mV/Pa having a dynamic range of 67 to

172 dB.

The signal was sent via coaxial cable to a patch panel where it was

amplified by a factor of 10 and sampled with a high speed A/D converter

at 100 KHz. The high sampling rate is necessary since in the Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT), the maximum frequency that is valid is approxi-

mlitelV one-half that of the sampling rate. It was anticipated that

frequencies of the order of 50 KHz would be encountered; therefore,

sampling at 100 KHz would provide this information. This digital data

was th,.n stored and is available to be processed when desired.

High A.;pect Ratio Nozzle

In the preceding section, rectangular nozzles of aspect ratio 2, 5,

mnd 16 were examined. Since the high aspect ratio nozzles were found

to screech, it was decided to study the behavior of a simple rectangular

nozzle. An AR = 133 (20 by 0.15 inches) nozzle was employed in the

ejector tests. The driving screech frequency generated by the nozzle

at choked conditions is shown as a function of pressure ratio in Figure

23. Also included for comparison in the figure are the rectangular form

of Powell's empirical fundamental screech frequency equation (given in

Curve ic) and the first harmonic thereof. The data is obtained from

a numerical Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and is reasonably predicted by

Powell's equation for the fundamental mode. There are clearly no shifts

to the higher harmonics seen in the data of Figure 23.
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Duct Acoustics

The acoustic characteristics of the AR = 133 nozzle were described

in Lihc ptre(Ud iny sOct'ion. In order to obtain an int eraction with An

ejector duct, the dominant jet frequencies must match the natural

frequencies of the duct. These duct frequencies can be predicted by a

classical solution of the wave equation subject to the boundary condi-

tion of no flow normal to the walls of the duct, :is follows.

According to Succi 14 and Morse, -[7 the acoustic pressure disturbance

in a region without sources or flow is described by the wave equation

2 1 P
V P - = 0 (2)

CO 3t2

Assuming a sinusoidal time dependence, P - peil't results in

2 IO 2(3
p = 0 (3)

where p = p(x,y,z) is the spatial pressure distribution. An exponential

pressure decay or growth in the streamwise direction is assumed,

p = (x,y) eikzz (4)

Subst tuting this form into Equation (3) eliminates the sLreamwise

depen,lence and yields the governing equation for the transverse modes

2 2
V= 0 (5)

where

2 W 2 2
K =(-) - k (6)
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The boundary condition is the fact of no flow normal to the solid wall,

ite,

D 0(7
'niwalls

or,

I walls

The general solution to Equation (5) with the boundary condition,

Equzition (8) is

mmm n, yO (9)
tp=Z T Amn cos (--b-) cos d 9

m n

where b and d are the transverse duct dimensions in the x and y direc-

tions, respectively. Substituting this form into Equation (5), resillts

in an expression for the natural modes available in the duct,

22 2

2 . ) (M-) (10 )
K = "' -=b) + d

The frequencies, v, corresponding to these mode shapes are

K-= 2nvm n

Co

or
rC 2 2Vmn = -y- (in/b) + (n/d) (1].)

So 'm,nl is the natural frequency of the various possible modes associated

wit : the integer values m and n.
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As seen in Equation (4), in order for the wi:ves to propagate in the

-direction, the factor k z must be real.
18 For this to be true, from

1./quaL ion (6)

2 2

K ( (12)
0

or

2 2

C ( + i) (13)

Thits, any mode m,n will propagate only if the driving frequency is

large enough to satisfy Equation (13). If the driving f-equency is lower

than this minimum, no waves will be propai-ated. From an alternate point

of view, a given driving, frequency, ,, may produce propagating waves

in only those lower frequency modes which satisfy Equation (13).

Lject,,r Geometry and Natural Modes

A ,'chematic of the ejector geometry employing the AR = 133 nozzle is

show In Fig'ure 24. For the sake of simplicity, no diffusion was con-

sider d so the ejector flow channel was of constant cross sectional area

and siape. The ejector area ratio (ejector inlet area to nozzle area)

was 2,).6, which is close to Quinn's 1 2 value of 25.8.

Th,, natural transverse modes can then be calculated from the ejector

:,eome-ry as described by Equation (11) in the previous section. The

predited modes are based on the assumption of no flow in the ejector.

Howevr, Quinn's1 2 acoustic tests on an axisymmetric ejector geometry

with ond without flow yielded measured acoustic results which differed

from .ach other in a relatively minor way. The basic effect of flow

addit ion in the axisymmetric duct case appears to be a small reduction
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Figure 24. Acoustic Interaction Rectangular Ejector Model

in the frequencies of the identifiable modes. The same small effect

is expected in the present case because the velocities are the same

order of magnitude.

For the ejector geometry of Figure 24, the frequencies of the lower

ord,,r modes are:

vi,0 = 0.33 KHz

' 2 , 0  = 0.66 KHz

V3,0 = 0.99 KHz

vo,l = 1.65 KHz

VO0 , 2  = 3.30 Kl~z

v0,3 = 4.95 KHz

vii - 1.68 KHz
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Comparing these lower order mode frequencies with the screech

I requ,,n, ies ivailable in the primary jet reveI s a frequency mismatch.

'lie lowest primary jet frequency in the choked flow pressure range Ls

approximately 8 K}iz, while the lower order duct frequencies are below

) KlIz. BeCause the jet driving frequency is relatively high, many duct

modes can be excited and propagated. However, not much energy is likel'

to appear in the lower order modes which are most effective for increasin

etrainment. Nevertheless, because acoustic effects were observed to in-

cre,.ise the entrainment of the isolated jet and the magnitude of inter-

actions between the jet and duct harmonics could not be predicted, tests

were c,1nducted in order to determine what improvement in the performance

tf rectangular ejectors would be obtained.

!-jector Acoustic Interaction

In spite of the frequency mismatch between the driving screech

frequency and the natural modes of the ejector shroud, the experiments

reval d an acoustic interaction for various ejector lengths. The casc

of a rather long ejector L/W = 11.0 is illustrated in Figures 25, 26,

and 27. An expanded plot of total ejector thrust as a function of the

nozzle pressure ratio is shown in Figure 25. A pair of very small

systematic deviations from the anticipated linear variation are

centered about pressure ratios of approximately 3.25 and 3.55. Examin-

ing the corresponding acoustic spectrum in Figure 26, it is evident

that there is considerable scatter of the data at almost every pressure

ratio except in the region between 3.15 and 3.70, where the deviations
from the linear thrust curve exist. In this region of pressure ratios,

the interaction between the screech tone and the shroud geometry is so

strong, that the feedback forces the tone to assume a single strong value

with very little deviation.

Additional evidence of the acoustic interaction between the choked

jet and shroud geometry is shown in Figure 27 where the sound intensity
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(as a root mean square of the sound pressure level) is presented as a

function of pressure ratio. The intensity level rises with pressure

ratio and then appears to level off and then decrease. The only

exception to this trend is a sound intensity peak which occurs between

presstire ratios of approximately 3.10 and 3.70; the same region which
I

indicates acoustic interaction based on the measured thrust and the

dominaTt acoustic frequencies shown in Figures 25 and 26. So over the

regioi of interaction, not only is the frequency very coherent (Figure

26) b,,t the total scund level is amplified (Figure 27). Additional

acoustic interactions could exist but yet not be observed because

they ;,re small.

A imilar behavior was observed with an ejector length of L/W = 9.5.

A thrt t deviation existed between approximate pressure ratios of 3.3
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and 3.9 and the dominant acoustic frequency in that region was stable at

IA . The LoLAl acoustic intensity also showed a peak in this pressure

rcgion, so the acoustic interaction model is consistent.

With the reduction in ejector length to L/W = 5.0, a multiple inter-

action takes place. The thrust level as a function of nozzle pressure

ratio (Figure 28) show.- what appear to be multiple deviations from the

expclted linear behavior. Examining the dominant frequencies (Figure 29),

there appear to be two regions in which the dominant frequency is

essentially constant, approximately between pressure ratios of 3.2 and

3.6 and again between 3.8 and 4.3. The existence of two regions of

int, raction is verified by the total sound intensity shown in Figure 30.

The two intensity peaks are centered at pressure ratios of 3.4 and 4.1.

In ;,ddition, the dominant frequencies in these two pressure ranges are
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app-oximate muLtiples of one another. A closer examination of Figure

27 indicates that a weak second peak also exists in the L/V~ = 11.0 case

but thatL its dominant frequency varies between approximately 8 and 12 KJiz,

making it more difficult to identify.

fn the case of shorter ejector geometries, the acoustic inter-

action described above is not evident. The thrust rise with pressure

ratio for a short ejector, LIW = 2.0, is shown in Figure 31 and show--

no iystematic excursions from the linear behavior. The dominant fre-

quenicy behavior (Figure 32) also reveals no acoustic interaction, since

thcere are no apparent regions of constant frequency. In fact, the

domilnant frequency data looks similar to that of the nozzle alone

(FL,,ure 23). In addition, the characteristic peak in the sound intensity

ploL is not evident for this short ejector case (Figure 33) so there is

no ;icoustic amplifica4Aon.
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L )ector Lengthi .f feet

Centerhody and Centerbodv/Coanda

The effect of length on ejector performance has [been examined by

various investigators, including Quinn8 and Bevi Iaqi.1 The typical

concluo-,kn is that the e ffect of the addition of lenm'th to ain eject or

depend- on 0), completeness of the mixing process. If thie mixinv

hLtetec, the primary and entrained flows is already relatively complete

"it thle ejector exit, then adiditional length will only add a wall. shear

Hs, Lind performance decreases. If the exit profile shows incomplete

mixinp hetween the two streams, then additional ejector length will

result in improved performance because the improved mixing will lie more

importnt than the additional wall losses. Thus, the typical curve of-

I)cr~orpnance versus length increases, reaches a maximum, ano then shows

vnoraic rr~aw~with) additonal lengthi.

1.6 ________PR =2.3

1.4 ___

I igure 34. Effect of Length on Thrust Auigmentation Ratio
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T!o Me, I -;I I' d e ff ec t koI I erigt It is s;hown in Vi gure 3/4 h Tr t-J (*t I

con1.~i,,rat ions w ithi andi wi thout Coanda jets. Al though the con-

cari ion with Coo ndI jes develops less augment ati on, t hi s is

prim. ri [y doe to its lower inlet area ratio. Since C Pesto jet S prevenit

1 low sops rat ion if the di f fuser area ratio is inc re,,s (-1d ' SM . SO11 C jet 'I

,-,m produce highe r peak augmc-ntat ion than one withPout wal 1 et S . SuJch

ein diffuser area rat io was beyond the scope of the present stuod",

aind %,mmd not be c'XIeCted to change the result s.

T!-different trends fur the centerbody ejector and the crentvrbsid-:

p1) 1 1. oanda ejectur can be explained by examining the eXit V~L Or (it'-

1,ret f Te, in each case, as shown in Figures 35 and 36. For the case ,I

1o- tcj ectors, L/W = 11 (Figure 35), both the c'ent erhodv n007.? Tirid t-

CClt, bhody p lus Coanda, ejectors lead to exit pressure prof iles whi Iii

Nozzle Pressure 32 psig
Total Pressure

Centerbody Only
Nozzle Pressure 32 psig

0 2 4 6 8
Exit Width-inches

10 or V. fti1 Pressure Profile T-/I? 11 .Ij (! c
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Nozzle Pressure 32 psig

Total Pressure

. . . . .. . .... . . . ...... .

.T / T-- Centerbody Only
Nozzle Pressure 32 psig

0 2 4 6 8

Exit Width-Inches

Figure 36. TotnlI Pressure Profile 1/W = 3.5 Mid Section

Survey

indicate that the streams are reasonably well mixed. However in thc

cast of short ejectors, L/W = 3.5, the exit pressure profile for the

centerhody ejector is very poorly mixed as shown in Figure 36. fus,

one would expect to achieve a gain in performance by adding, length to

the .,jector. This is verified by Figure 34 and shows that in this ta,;

the improvement in mixing overcomes the additional losses attrihut,'alh

to will shear. In the case of the centerbody plus Coanda ejector

geometrv (Figure 36), the exit profile is reasonably well mixed even

for The short L/W = 3.5 duct length. Thus, the addition of more c i

lenflth is not justified. In fact, as illustrated in Figure 34, the

small mixing advantage due to additional length is simply balanced by

the disadvantage of the increased wall shear.
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That the above results of length are not greatly affected by the

acoustics may be seen from the fact that similar conclusions may be

drawn from data at various pressure levels (corresponding to various

screech frequencies).

Useiulness of Acoustics Varies with Length

Thl. data presented clearly indicate an acoustic interaction at

particular pressure ratios. However, the question of the usefulness

of this interaction is also dependent upon the ejector length. For

ex.imple, in the case of a long ejector, an acoustic intera(ction whi~h

prtduces improved mixing could be detrimental to the thrust atipmveit t ion

bet.iise it would increase wall friction losses without substantial!v

improving the degree of mixing at the ejector exit plane. For a lhort

ejo, t, r, where mixing is a more severe problem, improved mi:xing wo,Id

be c<pected to produce improved thrust performance.

I ne acoustic interactions observed in the present rec:angulr ejector

app,,ared between L/D ratios of 3.8 and 11.0. At L/D = 2.0 ind below,

there was no evidence of the interaction. When the interaction did occur.

tihe pressure ratio was always between 3.2 and 3.5 for the basic mode

and! always corresponded to a dominant frequency of approximately 15 to

6 KfHx and showed very little variation.

lht Ellect of Size

1he existence of an interaction between the jet screech modes and

th, 'luct aoustic modes is evident in the data. However, the difference

_i ;requency between the jet screech modes and the lower natural modes

,t line rectangular duct reduces the effectiveness of the acoustic iiter-

act io. A high screech frequency will mainly excite the higher

duct modes. Most of the energy will remain in the higher modes. Con-

s;eqi,,ntly, only ;a small fraction will appear in the lower modes, which

are most ef'ec-ive in improving mixing. Thus, the acoustic effects in

tine present case are less pronounced than those observed by Quinn1 2 in

the o,.isymmetric case, where the modes were matcbhod it low frequencies.
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I:i order to Match the modes in the rectangular case, the area of

th. duct must be reduced. However, the choice of jet and duct size is

i i i .vnced by other factors in addition to the acoustic effect. The

.iw;il.ible primnar\' mass !-low usually dictates the nozzle area while the

di,rt i. i. d-termined from aircraft size. The areas match well in

the - IlVetLic caic where the area ratio is equal to the square of

th, ratib 0l duct to nozzle diameter. However, in the rectangular case,

the I.i rati is .simply the ratio of the short side of the duct to the

shorL sid( of Liek' j,.t. As seen by Equations (1) and (4), the acoustics

if 1otiL the rozz I(e and the duct also scale reasonably well with their

3hotL side dimtrnwniou. Thus, the frequency mismatch is not likely to

bh fc! iV'd by SCaIi Og up the rectangular experiment.

Achiievin- i btter match between the jet and duct frequencies in the

rcctangular case requires reducing the ejector inlet area ratio (perhaps

to an unaccepta1ble value for thrust augmenting ejectors). That is,

increasing the nozzle irea or reducing the duct area could improve

the acoustic intcraction, but there would be an unacceptable penalty in

maximum thrust augmentation ratio.

Additional. Effects

Krothapolli, et al.,20 in their recent investigation of the acoustic

tructiire of choked rectangular jets, have raised the question of the

micrei)hone's ability to correctly measure the screech amplitude. In

the present experiment, the screech frequencies were all well within

the measuring ability of the B&K Type 4136 microphone. Therefore, the

change in dominance from the fundamental mode to the first harmonic,

as shown in Figure 13, is believed to be a real effect.

FrIom the point of view of the ejector application, as long as the

magnitudes of the various modes are roughly the same, which of them is

the dminant mode is not of great significance. They are capable of

caustig an acoustLc interaction even if they are not dominant, but only

s-ligh'ly lower in magnitude.
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Krothapatli, et al. 20 found that the maximum acoustic radiatioii from

the rectangular jet occurred at a pressure ratio of 3.7 (at an .,stpet

ratio of 16.7). This also corresponds to the maximum spreading rate )I

the rectangular jet and corresponds remarkably well with the pressure

ratic, of 3.8 where Quinn found the maximum acoustic effect in the ,'xis;Yn-

metric case. For the present high aspect ratio case, AR = 133, the

maximum acoustic Level also occurs at approximately this pressure ratio,

indicating that the intensity of the screech may be less related to Lilt

jet yeometry thar. to the local conditions at the exit plane.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

'nh, effect of jet screech on the performance of rectangular thrust

alu.mcut'in l jectors has been experimentally determined. The screech

trequencv of the primary jet was found to be correlated with the short

dimension of the primary nozzle, for nozzle aspect ratios greater than

5. For lower aspect ratios, the dominant frequency is a beat frequency

dut, to the interaction of the tones correlated with the short and long

nozze dimensions. The entrainment of the high aspect ratio free -jets

w;is observed to increase significantly at critical pressure ratios of

approximately 3.2 and 3.9. This effect was observed to produce a very

small increase in the ejector thrust augmentation at the critical pressure

ratios. No resonance between the jet screech tone and thc natural fre-

quencies of the ejector duct were observed to occur. This is probalhy

due to the mismatch between the j. .ency and the lower order duct

tliods. This mismatch is the result the requirement for having,, a

large cjector duct in order to produce significant baseline levels of

thrust augmentation.

Thu.: it can be concluded that the thrust augmentation of simple

rcctzin.otilar ejectors can not be significantly increased by acoustic

ifecet.. Further investigation of compound or staged ejectors, with

, Xisymumtric or lobed nozzles will be necessary in order to realize

ai gain Irom this phenomenon.
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APPENDIX A

CENTERBODY ONLY BLOWING - SCREECH FREQUENCY DATA



APPENDIX A

This appendix contains the centerbody blowing actual recorded and reduced

"frequency of maximum power (amplitude) versus centerbody nozzle pressure

ratio" data with the predicted "screech" frequency superimposed.
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CENTERBODY ONLY BLOWING -THRUST AND AUGMENTATION RATIO ()DATA



APPENDIX B

This appendix contains the centerbody blowing actual recorded and reduced

Lhrust versus centerbody nozzle pressure ratio data (Figures B-1 through

B-29).
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APPENDIX C

This appendix contains the centerbody plus Coandas blowing actual recorded

and reduced "frequency of maximum power (amplitude)" and "thrust" versus

"centerbody nozzle pressure ratio" data. The thrust data is provided by

Figures C-I through C-il. The frequency data is provided by Figures C-12

through C-22. The calculated "augmentation ratio (0)" versus "centerhodv

nozzle pressure ratio" data is also included in Figures C-23 through C-33.
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